Join us for

a delicious way to

RAISE MONEY!

Date: Tuesday, December 16th 2014 Time: 11:00am to 10:00pm

At this BJ’s location: San Mateo | 2206 Bridgepoint Parkway

650.931.2990

Enjoy delicious food in a fun atmosphere along with your family and friends while earning funds in support of:

Bayside STEM Academy

With each flyer presented during this FUNDRAISING EVENT, BJ’s will donate 15% OF FOOD SALES to the designated organization!

Valid for dine in or take out. Not valid towards alcoholic beverages or Happy Hour specials. Please do not distribute flyers on-site during the event.

Barbeque Chicken Deep Dish Pizza  Crispy Fried Artichokes  BJ’s Brewhouse Burger